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Actuaries should embrace 
AI through collaboration



Rule #1 of Artificial Intelligence:
If people talk to you about AI with 
a straight face, they’re trying to 
hustle you
(except for when I’m doing it)



1. Big data Blockchain AI
2. ???
3. Profit!



Let’s see how we can figure this 
“AI” stuff out together and apply it 
to our jobs
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Artificial Intelligence?
(insert stock photo with android pointing at 
touchscreen wall with a bunch of numbers)
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Plz define AI...



AI can help us do our jobs 
better?



Is screen scraping and 
simulating mouse clicks 
AI?



A continuum?

No AI

Much AI



AI in reserving
(an example view)



AI is…
- Net-net, a good thing
- Software, mostly*
- Not just deep learning

*For our purposes



Let’s see how we can figure this 
“AI” stuff out together and apply it 
to our jobs



The Actuary



About me (for context)
- Fun

- Interesting

- Cool

- Serial Career Hopper





The Data Scientist?







How to spot a data scientist (somewhat opinionated)
1. Bad at software engineering

2. Knows some stats and math

3. Thinks they’re good at explaining technical 

concepts to “business” audience

4. Has enough domain expertise to pull 3 off.

5. A good data scientist also knows how to makes 

good slides



Actuaries are the OG data 
scientists!



Swiss Association of Actuaries https://actuarialdatascience.org/
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Swiss Association of Actuaries https://actuarialdatascience.org/

← PRIMATES

https://actuarialdatascience.org/




Blasphemous!



精算師
Exquisite Calculation Master



Perceptions



Let’s play “college career counselor”



Gross generalizations
“Actuarial”

- Utilize math/stats/coding skills 

and business acumen

- Many exams

- On average, more bureaucratic 

organizations

- Work with outdated 

proprietary technology and 

manual processes

“Data science/ML engineering”

- Utilize math/stats/coding skills 

and business acumen

- No exams

- On average, more agile 

companies

- Work with and sometimes 

contribute to the cutting edge 

of technology



Money isn’t everything!

Let’s talk about it real quick to get it out of the way...



Straight outta college

P&C salaries, DW Simpson
Amazon SDE I (entry level) salaries, level.fyi



5 years in

“Assistant Actuary” job description, 

large insurer, Seattle

Amazon SDE II (one promotion from entry level), 

max 5 years experience, level.fyi



Mo’ money mo’ problemz!



https://hbr.org/2019/03/why-data-science-teams-need-generalists-not-specialists

https://hbr.org/2019/03/why-data-science-teams-need-generalists-not-specialists


Tl;dr (quotes from article)
...But when the product is still evolving and the goal 

is to learn, specialization hinders our goals in 

several ways:

1. It increases coordination costs...

2. It exacerbates wait time...

3. It narrows context...





MODELING (Fourth exposure draft)

http://www.actuarialstandardsboard.org/asop
s/modeling-fourth-exposure-draft/
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Actuaries as full stack data 
scientists?



Let’s see how we can figure this 
“AI” stuff out together and apply it 
to our jobs



Collaboration



Solve common problems 
together so we can focus 
on our own problems



I’ve got 99 problems...
- Individual claims reserving

- Convincing the regulator to approve your rate 

filing backed by ML models (or just adding a 

regularization term to your GLM)

- Training materials for newcomers to predictive 

modeling

- Deploying U/W models to production



https://blog.kasa.ai/posts/intro/ 
https://github.com/kasaai

https://blog.kasa.ai/posts/intro/
https://github.com/kasaai


tl;dr
- A GitHub org, projects organized as repos

- Depends on volunteers

- Anyone can contribute and provide feedback

- Everything is open source

- Outputs

- Research

- Software

- Educational material



Every version is 

tracked



Discuss approaches 

for task



Issues track tasks



Discuss changes 

line-by-line





https://happygitwithr.com/

https://happygitwithr.com/


Projects
- “Tidy” package for reserving 

(https://github.com/kasaai/rsvr)
- Personal Auto pricing tutorial 

(https://github.com/kasaai/pc-pricing-tutorial)
- More on the way!

https://github.com/kasaai/rsvr
https://github.com/kasaai/pc-pricing-tutorial


What about collusion?



http://casact.org



DISCLAIMER:
 IANAL



What about protecting IP?



Let’s talk about this, too...



Let’s figure this “AI” stuff out 
together and apply it to our jobs!


